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            Enhance the way you operate Onsite

            We believe that modern problems require modern solutions and that's why we're proud to offer a onsite management system designed to handle the pains of common onsite procedures.
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                  Attendance Handling

                
                Live & Historic Attendance Data

                
                  Discover the ease of managing attendance with SiteCloud, designed to make check-ins a breeze while offering insightful analytics for informed decision-making. Accessible from any device, our attendance handling solution not only streamlines daily routines but also provides essential data.               
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                  Safety Documentation & Workflows

                
                Administration Done Correctly

                
                  Manage safety documentation and procedures, with a system engineered to consolidate and automate critical tasks. Sitecloud handles safety records, streamlines operations, whilst maintaining adherence to safety requirements.
              


            

          

        

      

    


   
      
        
          
            
              
                
                  Streamline Attendance Management with Real-Time Insights and Seamless Communication

                

              

              
                
                  
                    
                      
                    

                    
                      Streamline

                      Automatically generate attendance lists and daily documentation within one platform.

                    
                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                    

                    
                      Communicate

                      Easily connect with all contractors present on location through user CareerCards

                     
                    

                  

                

                
                  
                    
                      
                    

                    
                      Analyse

                      Obtain real-time attendance details from all personnel within the site's perimeter.

            
                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                    

                    
                      Manage

                      Ensure accurate on-site records, streamlined progress monitoring, and emergency preparedness.
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            Automate Adminstrative Tasks

            Effortless automation of administrative tasks, minimising manual efforts, enhancing productivity, and allowing greater focus on key objectives.
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                Interface

                
                  Site Dashboard

                
                Experience an integrated site dashboard, boasting a range of features and data insights to optimise construction project management and elevate onsite procedure.
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                Onsite Interaction

                
                  SiteCloud Mobile App

                
                
                   Enables real-time communication, information sharing, and coordination between the site team and contractors. Streamline processes, increase productivity, and achieve successful project outcomes.
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